
This Scale Card Kit contains 30 self-adhesive scale 
cards (labels) printed with 28 common units of 
measurement,  2 blank scale cards for customers 
to mark on their own units of measurements, and 2 
flexible strips (one for use with the small indicators, 
the other for use with the larger indicators).

Instructions for use

1. Select the flexible strip required: The BA307E, 
BA327E, BA507E and BA527E use the smaller 
flexible strip with the simple form at its end. The 
BA308E, BA328E, BA508E and BA528E use the 
larger flexible strip with the complicated form at its end 
(see figure 1).

2. Select the scale card carrying the unit of 
measurement required or, if the unit of measurement 
required is not pre-printed, mark the unit of 
measurement required on one of the blank scale 
cards.

3. Position the selected self-adhesive scale card 
carefully on the correct flexible strip as shown in 
Figure 1.
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Fig 1  Fitting scale card to flexible strip

4. Unclip the flexible strip presently in the instrument 
by gently pushing it upwards and pulling it out of the 
enclosure. See figure 2. 

5. Fit the new scale card prepared in steps 1 to 3, 
as shown in figure 2, pushing the flexible strip fully 
home before pressing the tail of the strip down into the 
“locked” position.
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Fig 2 Flexible strip carrying scale card being inserted 
into the slot at the rear of the instrument.

Note: Do not fit a new scale card on top of an existing 
card, always remove exsiting card first.
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